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There has been quite a few security methods like data-execution 

prevention, which prohibit attackers from injecting their own code 

into the memory and executing it as if they were loading and starting 

a regular program. The emergence of various protection 
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mechanisms for memory and illegal code modification has forced 

attackers to look other ways for better chances, by fabricating code 

reuse attacks, where an attack is done by carefully stitching 

together various snippets of code that are parts of what’s already 

loaded onto the executable regions of memory. However, code reuse 

attacks are by nature very intrusive to the control flow, so enforcing 

control-flow integrity policies would greatly improve the system’s 

security against code reuse attacks. However, early forms of 

control-flow integrity usually determined validity of control flow 

solely based on whether a certain branch event has a corresponding 

single edge in the control-flow graph of the program, which 

provided adequately broad windows for attackers to bypass such 

security mechanisms. Attackers were still capable of constructing 

real-world examples of code reuse attacks by chaining gadgets of 

code only with control transfer operations within the given control-

flow graph. Consequently, there have been claims that 

accompanying context-sensitiveness with control-flow integrity 

would vastly improve precision of security mechanisms against code 

reuse attacks, but real-world application of context-sensitive 

control-flow integrity mostly turned out to be either unforgivably 

inefficient or making compromises with crucial requirements. Our 

implementation of context-sensitive control-flow integrity is 
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focused on solving the previous issues by utilizing the recent Intel 

Processor Trace (PT) hardware. By using a hardware that stores 

branch history in a packetized form almost in real time, our 

implementation was shown to enforce context-sensitive control-

flow integrity with a much higher precision and comparably low 

overhead. 
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Introduction 

 

For the past decade, many defense mechanisms have been 

proposed to tackle the code reuse attack (CRA) problem. A variety 

of control-flow integrity (CFI) techniques stemming from the work 

of Abadi et al [1] have been studied as one of the most promising 

measures against CRAs. In CRAs, the attackers attempt to 

deliberately manipulate the control transfers of their victim 

programs at their disposal to achieve their goals. The CFI 

techniques thwart these attempts by ensuring that a program should 

run all the time its legitimate control flow paths according to the 

original blueprint specified in its control flow graph (CFG). In theory, 

CFI is a very powerful concept that in its ideal form, guarantees 

provable security against most integrity violations of the control 

flow. However, the ideal or purest form of CFI enforcement [2] [3] 

[4] [5]is hard to achieve in practice. This is because it usually takes 

substantial performance overhead for the purest CFI technique to 

monitor every control transfer occurred during the program 

execution and check if its target address points to the legal address 

as directed by the original CFG. Obviously, there is a tradeoff 

between security level and performance; that is, the less branch 
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instructions a CFI solution monitors, the less performance overhead 

the system suffers. Therefore, to minimize the performance 

overhead, much research has been concentrated on the development 

of practical CFI solutions that approximate the ideal CFI 

enforcement. Their strategy is to relax the constraints on the set of 

valid target addresses of both the backward (e.g., ret instructions) 

and forward (e.g., indirect call instructions) control edges in the 

running program. Those approaches with relaxed constraints are 

often called context-insensitive in a sense that when they inspect 

the validity of indirect branches, they normally disregard the current 

context of the running program and determine whether branch 

targets are included in one of all the possible targets. For example, 

BinCFI [5] and CCFIR [4] allow return instructions to return to all 

possible return addresses (the right next addresses of call 

instructions). The common weakness of context-insensitive 

approaches is that their lack of context in CFI invariants gives 

attackers greater flexibility of chaining edges into paths that are not 

feasible in the original CFG, thus successfully neutralizing the CFI 

enforcement. 

As such, advanced attacks are newly crafted to outwit context-

insensitive approaches; there naturally arises a need for context-

sensitive CFI (CCFI) techniques that can better fight against those 
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crafty attacks by imposing stricter constraints on legal execution 

control paths. CCFI techniques perform context-sensitive analysis 

to derive the CFI invariants for every path in the CFG, and check 

whether those invariants are violated at runtime. The downside of 

these techniques of course is a considerable increase of 

performance costs mandated for running the validity checking code 

inserted for every possible control edge. To mitigate the 

performance concern, some researchers capitalize on the high-level 

type information in the source code. In [6], they proposed a new 

CCFI technique, called Per-Input CFI (PICFI), where by utilizing 

the classes’ constructor information; they rewrite a target 

program’s source code to augment the edge-adding code whose 

main role is to activate the reachable target addresses in the CFG. 

At runtime, they dynamically activate target addresses (or add 

edges to the CFG) lazily before the addresses are needed by later 

execution of indirect branches. To minimize the runtime overhead, 

each edge-adding code is replaced with NOP instructions after its 

first execution. Their empirical results demonstrate that PICFI 

effectively reduces the number of available indirect branch edges 

for attackers to exploit. However, their technique could not be 

applied directly to binary code, which does not contain the high-

level language features that they are supposed to utilize. 
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There have been efforts to develop binary-level CCFI techniques 

that are viable for legacy or third party programs when the source 

code is not available. One challenge in implementing a practical 

binary solution, however, is that without source code modification 

based on high-level information, it would usually take an 

insurmountable amount of execution time to exhaustively keep track 

of the entire control flow information of the target applications, such 

as the source and destination of control transfer edges. To address 

this challenge, a latest work, called PathArmor [7], proposed a 

binary-level CCFI solution that aims to reduce such high runtime 

costs drastically with the assistance of commodity hardware 

components that can be used efficiently to monitor execution paths 

at runtime.  The hardware indeed greatly helps PathArmor to 

enforce context-sensitive CFI invariants on the monitored paths 

with minimum overhead. However, the intrinsic restrictions on 

hardware resources have sometimes encumbered the capability of 

PathArmor for CRA detection. More specifically, as Intel provides 

only 16 last branch record (LBR) registers, so is PathArmor able to 

record up to the 16 most recently executed control transfers.  Due 

to its limitation in the number of monitored paths, PathArmor was in 

their experiment configured to limit the boundary for CRA 

monitoring within the application program, consequently excluding 
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the possibility of detecting an attack, which is elaborated, exploit 

vulnerabilities inside external software modules like libraries. 

In addition, as long as it is enabled, LBR continuously records every 

branch executed on the target machine. Therefore, only to monitor 

execution paths within the code sections of interest, PathArmor 

must alternate between enable and disable modes for LBR every 

time a control flow enters and leaves those sections. 

From our observation on earlier work, we propose a new CCFI 

enforcement technique, which exploits Intel’s new hardware 

feature, called the Processor Trace (PT). PT is a recently released 

hardware component that records information about software 

execution with minimal impact to system execution (reportedly less 

than 5% performance overhead). PT supports extensive control 

flow tracing so that the software decoder can determine the exact 

program execution flow from traced logs. Compared to LBR, PT has 

the clear advantage in that it provides the capability of recording a 

very long history of control transfers, enabling reliable detection of 

CRAs, which would not be detected by monitoring the short branch 

history provided by LBR. 

In spite of PT’s enhanced tracing capability, one of the main 

obstacle to use PT is that it incurs more performance overhead than 

LBR. The reason is that, unlike LBR where both the source and 
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destination addresses associated with the recent control transfers 

remain unprocessed while they are stored in status registers, the 

PT traces are generated as packets that consist of compressed 

branch outcomes to reduce the storage overhead. This results in 

some inevitable slowdown due to managing the tremendous amount 

of trace packets generated in real time and decoding the packets 

into a form that can easily be dictated. In order to provide the 

developers with efficient programming interfaces, from Linux kernel 

version 4.4 and on, the packet-managing feature is integrated into 

the kernel itself and the kernel tree also includes a performance 

analysis tool that utilizes the PT hardware by communicating with 

the running kernel. Still there is room for performance optimization 

as these recent software support for the new hardware prioritize 

debugging capabilities over performance, presumably because the 

primary goal for performance counters like PT is to provide more 

precise and convenient debugging of benign processes, not to watch 

over potential security threats in real time. Therefore to mitigate 

the performance burden on the system execution, we modified the 

kernel code associated with the PT management feature so that the 

system and the analysis tool behave in a way that prioritizes 

robustness and performance as any other aspects are not of our 

interest. Based on this implementation, our solution was evaluated 
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to have efficiently monitored the control transfers recent to the 

security-critical system call events (details will be provided in the 

Implementation section). We are also going to show that monitoring 

longer branch traces using PT is helpful for detecting control 

diversion attacks, which could not be detected in the previous work.  

The rest of the paper organized as follows. Background and 

Assumption section describes some background information on the 

Intel’s hardware support for debugging. Also in this section, our 

assumptions will be provided. After System Overview section 

presents the overall design architecture of our CRA monitoring 

approach, Implementation section explains in detail how CRAs are 

efficiently detected with help of the PT interface. Then, 

Experimental Results section discusses the experimental setup and 

results. In Related Work section, we cover some noteworthy related 

studies related to ours. 
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Background and Assumptions 

 

In this section, we present the Intel’s hardware debugging 

features including PT. In addition, we present our threat models 

and assumptions used in this work. 

 

Background 

 

Intel Hardware Debugging Features 

 

As stated in the introduction, in order to provide developers with 

more visibility inside the processor core, most of the modern Intel 

x86 processors have on-chip debugging resources for their cores. 

Aforementioned LBR and Branch Target Store (BTS) have mostly 

represented the resources. LBR records a limited amount of trace 

information, which are typically 16 pairs of source and destination 

addresses of recently executed branch instructions with the 

negligible performance overhead. The information is stored in a set 

of model-specific registers (MSRs) which are control registers 

used for debugging or tracing the program execution. LBR behaves 

as a circular stack, and therefore, after all the MSRs are filled, the 
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next incoming branch instruction overwrites the oldest entry of 

MSRs. In contrast to LBR, BTS has no limitation on the size of the 

recorded branch traces because it uses the system memory (such 

as DRAM region) to store the events incurred by the executed 

branch instructions. Despite of its advantage in storing longer 

branch history, the significant weak point of BTS is that it incurs 

substantial performance overhead on the underlying system. 

According to the Intel Processor Manual [8], when BTS is turned 

on, the processor enters a special debug mode and runs 20X to 

40X slower. Thus, we find that this amount of overhead is 

prohibitively high for being used for CFI enforcement at runtime. 

Recently, Intel released PT, a low-overhead execution-tracing 

feature that captures the control flow information about software 

execution. As of now, PT is available for 5th (Broadwell) and 6th 

(Skylake) generation cores. PT has the capability of recording 

practically limitless number of control transfers with causing 

minimal performance overhead onto the traced software. The 

information recorded by PT comes in the form of data packets 

including timing, program control flow (instruction pointers, 

indirect branch targets and directions of conditional branches) and 

mode-related information. Overall, Intel PT is the more useful 

feature than LBR or BTS with regard to its tracing capability and 
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the performance overhead on the running system. 

When Intel PT is used for debugging, it assumes that the original 

binary of the running applications is already available. For this 

reason, PT does not generate the information, which can be 

deduced from the binary or from previous trace. For example, 

when a conditional branch instruction is executed, only a single-

bit flag indicating the taken/not-taken direction is generated, and 

the jump target address is extracted by directly referring to the 

binary. In addition, unconditional jumps and linear code, which has 

no branches, are not represented in the trace. Therefore, to 

reconstruct the control flow using the PT traces, the additional 

decoding process is necessary. For this purpose, Intel provides the 

Processor Trace Decoder Library, which is a collection of tools 

and libraries to enable use of Intel PT. 

 

Control Flow Integrity 

 

In this work, our final goal is to exploit Intel PT for implementing a 

precise CFI enforcement solution to defend the underlying system 

against CRAs. CRA is a class of software exploitation technique that 

drives benign applications to perform malicious operations on the 

victim machine. The technique involves collecting a set of small code 
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sequences from the existing code blocks that end with an indirect 

branch instruction, called gadgets, and chaining them into an attack 

program. In this manner, CRA can empower an adversary to perform 

Turing-complete computation without injecting any malicious code 

[9]. While not violating the widely used W ⊕ X (Write XOR eXecute) 

protection that strictly bans a memory page to be both writable and 

executable at the same time [10]. 

Although there are many types of CRAs including [9] [11] [12], 

the two most commonly used way to realize CRAs are the return-

oriented programming (ROP) and jump-oriented programming 

(JOP). To launch a ROP attack, the adversary usually exploits 

software vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow) to overwrite a part 

of data region in memory (e.g., heap, stack) to manipulate the 

backward control edges in the running program. On the other hand, 

in a JOP attack, the attacker may maneuver at her disposal the 

forward edges during code execution. By using these techniques, 

the attacker can manipulate the control transfers to link to the 

collected gadgets together to launch a malicious code sequence. 

For the past decade, many defense mechanisms have been 

proposed to tackle the code reuse attack (CRA) problem by 

enforcing CFI of the running applications. However, when the CFI 

technique is implemented only in software, it may impose 
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tremendous computational loads upon the host machine mainly 

because the original program must be instrumented with extra code 

that will be executed on every branch instruction to check abnormal 

control transfers on the host processor at runtime. Therefore, to 

minimize the performance overhead, much research has been 

concentrated on the development of practical CFI solutions that 

approximate the ideal CFI enforcement. [5] Their strategy is 

basically to relax the constraints on the set of valid target addresses 

of both the backward (e.g., ret instructions) and forward (e.g., 

indirect call instructions) control edges in the running program. The 

common weakness of those approaches is that they commonly 

sacrifice the security level by relaxing the constraints on the set of 

valid target addresses of both the backward (e.g., ret instructions) 

and forward (e.g., indirect call instructions) control edges in the 

running program. From the observation on the previous work, we 

found that the hardware branch tracing logic can be a good fit for 

the CFI enforcement which require consistent and fast branch 

tracing with minimal performance burden on the original applications. 
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Assumptions 

 

We make the same assumptions on CRA as previous studies. 

Modern OSes and processors cooperate to enforce the W⊕X 

security protection rule, which forbids a memory page to be both 

writable and executable at the same time. Thus, we hereby assume 

that the system is under the W⊕X protection, and subsequently 

that the attackers cannot execute their injected code. Under this 

assumption, to disable the defense mechanism and do additional 

attacks, the adversary must gain sufficient privileges for the first 

time. We also assume that there are no other attack vectors or 

security holes that can directly escalate attacker’s privilege. In 

addition, we suppose that attackers exploit memory corruption 

vulnerabilities, like buffer overflows, to hijack the control flow of 

vulnerable software by overwriting control data in stack or heap. 

After they gain the control flow, they utilize a CRA technique to 

execute complex operations for malicious actions, such as 

privilege escalation, executing files and reverse connection. In 

addition, we do not consider attackers who intend to a simple 

attack such as denial of service. All underlying system operations 

that are performed by the kernel and hardware are always secure 
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until an adversary thwarts them with the sufficient privileges 

attained by CRAs.  

We assume that an adversary knows all implementation details of 

the target application and locates the exact addresses of gadgets. 

Although ASLR can prevent an adversary from locating the 

addresses of gadgets, we could assume that ASLR would not be 

enabled on the victim machine or the memory layout is revealed by 

memory leak bugs like format string bugs even when ASLR is 

enabled. In addition, we assume that attackers do not compile the 

application so that a number of useful gadgets cannot be contained 

within a small code base. Lastly, the self-modifying code is not 

considered in our assumptions because it conflicts with the W⊕X 

security protection. 
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System Overview 

 

As stated previously, the ultimate goal of our research is to 

enhance the existing CCFI techniques by using the debug features 

provided by Intel PT. Our hardware-assisted CCFI enforcement 

technique adapts the concept proposed in PathArmor.  

Our CCFI enforcement platform is largely composed of a Linux 

Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) and the Path Verifier. 

To detect CRAs, our approach performs runtime checks to find 

the existence of abnormal control flow transfers. However, 

checking all the control transfers discovered in the target 

application obviously causes the high performance overhead as the 

branch instructions are very frequent in an application. In our 

approach, instead of monitoring all the control edges, we only 

monitors the ones within the last part of paths that lead to the 

execution of a system call. The rationale behind this is that most of 

the malicious programs will eventually need to perform system 

calls to make meaningful impact on the target system. 

In order to monitor last a few control transfers executed before 

system calls, a system call hooking module is implemented in our 

LKM. The hooking module plays a role as a system call interface 
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that will not only serve as a system call handler but will also send 

a signal to other functional component such as the Processor 

Trace Decoder for performing further verification before the 

original system call is invoked. The hooking module maintains 

inside a list of user-defined sensitive system calls that should be 

monitored in our approach. When a system call is invoked and the 

identified system call number is found in the list, the system call 

hooking module triggers the Processor Trace Decoder to check the 

validity of the control transfers leading to the system call. 

Otherwise, the hooking logic jumps to the original system call. 

The main job of the Processor Trace Decoder is to monitor paths 

of the currently executed program at runtime. To incessantly 

monitor an arbitrary number of recently exercised control 

transfers in an efficient and reliable way, we must somehow 

provide our monitor with a special mechanism that extract all 

necessary program execution information. For this purpose,  

We utilize the Intel PT programming interface provided by the 

Linux Perf Event tool. When a sensitive system call issued by a 

program, the path traces collected by PT are transferred to the 

Path Verifier to check their validity.  

In order to verify the validity of a path towards a given program 

point, our approach needs to statically draw the CFG and identify 
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the legitimate paths towards the program point in a context-

sensitive fashion. However, the naive solution, which draw a CFG 

with all the existing program points in an application, does not 

scale efficiently when the number of vertices and edges grows 

exponentially. This path explosion problem has been explored 

thoroughly in several software engineering fields, and 

consequently known to be very difficult to cope with. In our 

approach, instead of enumerating all the paths towards every 

program point, we utilize an on-demand CFG extraction strategy, 

which analyzes the CFG representation using the constraints, 

derived at runtime using the Processor Trace Decoder. The more 

detail for each component will be given in the following 

subsections. 

 

Loadable Kernel Module 

 

Figure 1 depicts the system call handling procedure typically used 

in Linux systems. A system call is the interface by which a 

computer program requests a privileged service from the OS 

kernel. In most systems, system calls are possible to be made only 

from user mode processes. When a user mode task invokes a 

system call (here, it is a read() function), the CPU mode is 
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switched to the kernel mode and the associated callee function 

starts.  

 

 

Figure 1. Extended system call handling procedure 

In order to handle the many different kinds of system calls, the 

user mode process has to pass a parameter called the system call 

number. In the Linux system call handler implementation for the 

x86 architecture, the eax register is assigned for the system call 

number. The mode switch from the user to kernel mode is done by 

triggering an interrupt with the trap number 0x80 to call the 

system_call function whose address is located in the Interrupt 

Descriptor Table (IDT). And then, the function is invoked using 
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the system call number (parameter eax) to determine which 

system call should be called by referring to the system call table.  

In order to add the path verification step before the execution of a 

system call, we intercept the program flow change to IDT by using 

an LKM. When a program issues a system call, the corresponding 

system call number passed as a parameter is examined to single 

out the sensitive system calls. If the invoked system call is one of 

the pre-defined sensitive ones, the LKM performs the validation 

of paths collected by PT.   

 

Kernel Modification 

 

Our implementation for utilizing Intel PT hardware is heavily 

based on Linux Performance Analysis Tool (Perf), which is also 

dependent to the Linux kernel to its very core. As managing 

performance monitor unit requires special instructions that can be 

executed only in a privileged mode and the PT hardware generates 

a tremendous amount of data while in action, most of the actual trace 

data management is done inside the kernel. On the other hand, Perf 

can interact with the kernel with various interfaces such as system 

calls or kernel drivers, while staying in user mode.  
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 Perf handles various software and hardware events that can be 

analyzed to measure program performance in a fine-grained manner, 

and PT is one of the event-generating elements. However, 

regarding the design of both the Perf user tool and kernel 

components that regulates it, the structure is mainly focused on 

providing diverse user interfaces for more convenient performance 

analyzing and profiling, so the performance of Perf itself is not well 

suited for our usage.  

 Most of all, Intel PT management in Perf is designed in a way that 

packetized branch history is only stored while the process of 

interest is running, and decoding the packets into readable forms is 

suspended until the target process is finished. Our CCFI 

implementation requires both the source and the destination 

addresses of each branch for each important system call, so 

substantial modification of both the user tool and the kernel is 

necessary. 

 We modified the kernel in a way that for every important system 

call made by the target process, the kernel generates an event that 

will make Perf user tool start decoding whatever branch trace data 

is received. In this way, packetized branch history near the system 

call can be decoded into readable and verifiable forms. Once a given 

length of branch history is decoded, it is forwarded to the kernel 
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module mentioned earlier for validity check. If the branch history 

does not form a sequence of valid path of control flow, the target 

process is considered to have been attacked. 

 

Path Verifier 

 

Path verification logic is implemented as a part of the loadable 

kernel module. After Perf decodes the packetized branch history it 

receives from the kernel, it sends the decoded information back to 

the kernel where it will be forwarded to the loaded kernel module. 

The forwarding is done by calling the validation function defined in 

the module. In the kernel module, there is a collection of valid 

paths that a certain sequence of branches can be compared to, so 

that it can be evaluated based on whether or not there is a 

matching path in the collection. 

 Deriving the collection of valid paths is firstly done by 

constructing a CFG for the target executable binary, and then by 

traversing on the CFG, valid paths are generated. More details will 

be given in Implementation section 
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Implementation 

 

When functionally categorized, our implementation consists of two 

main parts; the branch history collector and the path verifier. For a 

given target process, the branch history collector initiates the PT 

hardware to generate raw PT data packets before they are 

processed by a separate software-based decoder. The processing 

is done whenever the target process enters a region of interest, 

which is in our case the last few branches before a system call with 

potential security hazard. The processed data is forwarded to the 

path verifier for validity checking. 

 

Figure 2. Overall System Implementation 
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Figure 2 briefly shows the overall sequence of path verification for 

a given target application binary. First, a certain library call in the 

runtime of the target binary may involve one or more system calls 

of interest. When the library call is triggered, the control first enters 

the region of shared libraries such as libc, which is still at the user 

level. Then, our branch history collector can process PT packets 

generated so far to this point but discards branch traces in the 

shared library, as they are not part of the CFG. When the control 

finally reaches the kernel space, the PT hardware halts the packet 

generation as it is configured to do so. This means that the internal 

kernel buffer contains a certain size of PT data packets that will be 

decoded to form the last hundreds or thousands of user-level 

branches until this point. That’s branch history collector’s job to 

retrieve the PT data packets through memory mapping and decode 

the branches to readable forms. While holding the target process to 

sleep, the kernel tells the branch history collector to do its job by 

sending a signal. The target process is kept to sleep until the kernel 

is told that the history is valid. Note that the data in the internal 

kernel buffer will be overwritten without being processed if there 

had been no system call. After decoding the packets, the collector 

forwards the branch history to the path verifier. The verifier then 
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compares the history with the prebuilt CFG to determine whether a 

valid path can be constructed out of the provided branch sequence.  

If the result shows valid, the verifier tells the kernel to release the 

target process from sleep. 

 

Branch History Collector 

 

While detailed description on each part of the framework will be 

provided in this section, understanding how the original Linux kernel 

and the Perf utility were implemented is essential for 

comprehending how our modification were applied to the original 

implementations for our needs. 

 

Original Implementation of Perf 

 

The branch history collector is based on our modification of the 

Linux Perf utility running on Linux kernel 4.4, which is also modified 

to meet our needs. Since we are only interested in control flow near 

system calls, it is also desirable to process PT data packets 

selectively and on demand. In order to achieve this, structural 

customization of both the Perf utility and the Linux kernel was 

required. 
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 When used with no modification whatsoever, the Perf tool offers a 

variety of useful interfaces that provide users with a massive 

amount of information about the target process, but also with 

significant overhead. While Perf is capable of handling Intel PT data, 

using it directly for our purpose is too heavy for performance and 

still functionally insufficient. 

 Perf runs with a list of subcommands each with different behaviors, 

and among them record and script are the two crucial ones for our 

purpose. Using a dedicated system call sys_perf_event_open, the 

perf-record command initiates the PT hardware and tells the kernel 

to construct an internal ring buffer for PT packet collection. This 

enables perf user process to communicate with the kernel internal 

ring buffer data structure with memory mapping (hence the need for 

kernel modification). The script command will start a process that 

retrieves PT packet data from the perf-record process and decodes 

the trace data to output branch traces in a readable format. However, 

if run without any modification, perf-record delivers too much raw 

trace data for perf-script to decode, resulting in an unforgivable 

performance degradation of 20 to 30 times. Moreover, due to the 

structural limitations of Perf, decoding will always start after all the 

recording is over, which means actual information gathering will 
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have to wait until the target process is terminated. This prohibits us 

from halting the target process whenever an important system call 

is triggered, thus opening a window of bypassing the validity 

checking mechanism for a potential attack. 

 The way Perf processes are supposed to behave is defined in forms 

of perf events. The kernel is a producer of certain perf events such 

as ITRACE_START, which indicates that tracing has started. The perf-

record process is also an event producer while being an event 

recipient, too. One of the most significant events perf-record 

produces is AUXTRACE, which functions as a wrapper for raw PT 

packets. perf-record process combines perf events it receives from 

the kernel with the events created by its own and forwards them to 

the perf-script process. The perf-script process analyzes the 

information contained in the perf events and processes them. 
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Regulating the Target Process and Verification Initiation 

 

 

Figure 3. A Sequential Depiction of the Branch History Collector 

 

To halt the target process until validity checking is done for the 

last branch history prior to a system call, we inserted a semaphore 

operation that adds the current target process into a waiting list of 

processes at the beginning of important system call implementations 

in the kernel. Unlike most cases, the semaphore is initialized with a 
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count number of 0. This makes the semaphore P operation 

equivalent to an unconditional sleep operation with no busy wait. 

This way, the target process has to wait until the verifier checks the 

branch history and frees it (in other words, performs the V operation) 

from the waiting list of processes. Since Perf tool has to wait for the 

kernel’s signal to gather packet data and initiate decoding, we also 

modified the kernel so that the kernel inserts perf ITRACE_START 

events that tells the userspace perf-script process to start decoding 

whenever there is a process waiting in the list. Perf decodes the 

branch trace packets and sends to our loaded kernel module for 

validation. If the result shows no signs of maliciousness, it tells the 

kernel to release the target process from the waiting list and restore 

its context to make it continue. 

 Occasions such as during the process loading time, there can be no 

decodable branch trace in the given PT data. So releasing the target 

process after each validation would leave out some system call 

occurrence, halting the target process indefinitely. For more robust 

regulation for the target process, another AUXTRACE event with no 

payload is inserted after the AUXTRACE event containing the real 

PT data. This extra event has a data field indicating that it is an 

indicator event rather than a real event with data to be processed. 

When the perf-script process is faced with this “fake” event, it 
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releases the target address from the waiting list regardless of 

whether or not the decoded result is a branch history of nonzero 

length. This implementation was shown to be more robust and 

efficient than having a separate flag in the kernel to represent the 

types of currently generated events. This fake event is an indicator 

event in Figure 3. The kernel signals two different signals to the 

perf-record process, and the perf-record process has two separate 

signal handlers for each of them. The second signal is to create a 

dummy event with no payload or indicator flag whatsoever. This 

dummy event is injected to resolve some rare cases where due to 

scheduling issues the perf-script stay reluctant to decode raw data 

it has already received, so this dummy event can “push out” the real 

event with actual payload to be decoded. 

 One more thing to note is that the original implementation of Perf 

performs reordering of PT packets using timing information packets 

such as TSC (Time-Stamp Counter) packets. Usually this 

reordering occurs for certain watermarks or task switches, and the 

data is safe to be decoded after these reordering operations are 

done. This issue, however, could be naturally resolved due to our 

modification to the Linux kernel. As mentioned above, in our kernel, 

the target process goes into sleep whenever it makes a sensitive 

system call and enters the kernel space. This inevitably causes a 
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task switch as the target process is no longer in a running state, so 

all the information required for reordering PT packets is provided 

whenever they are needed. The original Perf implementation was 

not structured with this in consideration, so we had to do an 

structural overhaul accordingly. In short, unlike the case with an 

untouched kernel, every snapshot of perf AUXTRACE events is 

guaranteed to be ready for reordering and decoding in our 

framework.  

 All the events generated either by the kernel or the perf-record 

processed is handed over to the perf-script process via a FIFO pipe. 

This enables the perf-script process to be notified in real time 

whenever some data is forwarded from the perf-record process. 

 Decoding the snapshot of packets will give a complete chain of 

branches for verification. The branch history is copied to the kernel, 

and then the kernel forwards it to the loaded kernel module by 

calling the validation function in the module with the branch history 

as an argument. The address of the function is provided when the 

module is loaded. 

 

Other Optimizations in Perf 

 

Modifying the packet management mechanism was not the only 
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thing we have done to improve the overall performance and 

robustness. By carefully analyzing the source code, we discovered 

that the Intel PT packet decoding feature in Perf was performing an 

excessively large amount of calculation to generate data we don’t 

need. For example, for each branch source and destination, Perf 

analyzes the target binary and calculates the offsets from the 

function entry. While this feature might be greatly helpful for 

debugging, this is a redundant operation since a very similar 

operation would be done already when constructing the CFG for the 

binary. We eliminated such computations so that perf-script does 

just the right operations for the information we need. In contrast, 

there have been some modification to Perf utility that added 

functionality to the original implementation. For example, as branch 

types for each control transfer is required for verification, that as 

well as the source and the destination addresses of each branch is 

provided to the verifier. 

 

Path Verifier 

 

Our path verifier can be functionally partitioned into three parts; 

the loadable kernel module, the program analyzer and the runtime 
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validator. While the kernel module is loaded, the program analyzer 

and the runtime validator stay running alongside each other 

performing their tasks. 

 

Loadable Kernel Module 

 

The loadable kernel module is the first entity in the path verifier to 

be launched. When the module is loaded, its branch history copy 

function address is passed on to the kernel so that the kernel can 

hand over branch history to the runtime validator whenever it 

receives data from the branch history collector. Also, the kernel 

module resides at the center as a medium between other verification 

processes to exchange various information on the target process. 

For example, some information such as the PLT or GOT offsets can 

only be gathered in runtime. A runtime validator process extracts 

these data and forwards them to another validator process via the 

kernel module. 

 

Program Analyzer 

 

The program analyzer analyzes the target binary and extracts basic 

blocks and edges between them, thus constructing a CFG 
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corresponding to the binary. This happens prior to the actual 

execution of the target binary. Traversing the CFG from the 

program start point to termination will generate many possible paths, 

and these paths are stored for future comparison when the branch 

history collector catches important branch history and forwards it 

to the runtime validator. 

 The CFG generation is done by an implementation based on the 

Dyninst API [13]. The Dyninst API provides various interfaces that 

assist extraction of information required for CFG generation such as 

basic blocks, edges, loops, etc. Among the edges, only direct calls 

and returns are left out for constructing the graph.  

 While the actual graph construction is relatively straightforward if 

the right information is extracted, some data besides the ones 

included in the CFG should also be retrieved for future validation. 

Some information like library offsets, PLT (procedure linkage table) 

entries and GOT (global offset table) entries can only be gathered 

after the target program is launched and loaded. For these data, the 

program analyzer launches the target process and halts it at the 

entry of the main function. The target process is halted at this point 

until both the program analyzer and the runtime validator are ready 

to monitor. 
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Runtime Validator 

 

The runtime validator runs as a daemon process in the background. 

Whenever the branch history collector catches up the target process 

triggering an important system call and sends a chain of branch 

history via the kernel module, the validator compares the history 

with the CFG. By performing an edge-to-edge comparison between 

the CFG and the history, the validator can determine whether or not 

a valid path can be found. Indirect calls are not included in the graph, 

so the validator treats them with a call stack to perform call-return 

address matching. 

One key aspect that differentiates our implementation from 

PathArmor is that ours does not constantly enable or disable 

whenever the control goes in and out of the loaded library region. 

PathArmor was heavily handicapped by the limited capability of LBR 

hardware, so preventing the LBR registers from being filled up with 

library branches was crucial for sustaining an adequately lengthy 

branch history. Frequently turning on and off the LBR hardware was 

a source of overall slowdown, but the major cause of overhead by 

doing this was communicating with the kernel module for saving and 

restoring the whole recent LBR history along with other process 
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context information. Since our performance counter hardware is not 

limited to recording a fixed number of branch operations, the PT 

hardware can keep running regardless of whether or not the control 

resides within the library region. 

 Along with library hooking, PathArmor also had to intercept every 

context switch to save or restore the current LBR state whenever 

the target process is scheduled in or out. On the other hand, PT 

hardware supports various filtering features that limit generation of 

packets to a certain set of processes. This means our 

implementation does not have to hook on every context switch to 

filter out redundant packet generation. This might seem like no 

significant difference, but in real applications, the story is very 

different. Out of millions of library calls, only several thousand 

actually involve system calls. The other entire library calls such as 

atoi or are solely in the userspace. Out of those several thousand, 

only dozens include system calls of our interest. In short, out of the 

millions of library hooking that involves communicating with the 

kernel module, only dozens were actually required to happen. On the 

other hand, our framework performs validation only for the dozens 

required, thus causing less overhead. 
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Experimental Results  

 

We evaluated our implementation on an Intel X86-64 system with 

an Intel i5-6300HQ 2.30 GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM. The tests were 

run on Ubuntu 16.04 with our custom modification of Linux kernel 

4.4.   

 

  

Figure 4. Overhead due to branch tracing and validation 

By thoroughly matching the branch history gathered from the 

collector with the target binary, we confirmed that all branch records 

right before entering all important system calls were captured 

appropriately. 
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 As represented in Figure 4. Overhead due to branch tracing and 

validation, we evaluated our framework on a subset of SPEC CPU 

benchmarks along with several server programs for formal 

measurement.  The left columns represent overhead causing solely 

by enabling the branch tracing, and the right columns represent 

overhead due to both the tracing and the validating. The numbers 

are by percentage values.  

Overhead caused due to branch tracing and validating were 

somewhat varied depending on types of benchmark programs and 

frequency of function calls, and in geometrical average the target 

processes ran with slowdown of 3.294%. Out of the overall 

slowdown, 2.94%p was caused due to PT packet managing and 

decoding. The rest were mainly due to comparing a given chain of 

branch history with the predefined CFG. This is quite a promising 

figure since the framework managed to keep the overhead very 

close to or even less than that of PathArmor, while using a hardware 

that intrigues much more system slowdown that LBR.  

One important point is that for we have saved a great deal of 

performance overhead by not having to hook on every function call 
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Table 1. Comparison of number of library calls versus the number of 

system calls of interest 

 

 

Table 1 shows this dramatic gap between the frequency of library 

calls and actually important system call. Out of all library calls, the 

ones that finally lead the control into the kernel space comprise a 

very small subset, and out of that small subset, library calls that 

trigger security-sensitive system calls also make up to a very small 

portion. PathArmor had to hook every library call and a vast majority 

 lib.calls syscall of interest 

perlbench 60,495,412 72 

bzip2 449 64 

mcf 470,597 3 

gobmk 299,877 4 

hmmer 4,098,071 7 

sjeng 11,602 4 

libquantum 52,609,059 32 

h264ref 2,449,569 30 

sphinx3 48,625,654 8 

geomean 1014868.8 13.16643221 
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of the hooking was highly unnecessary, causing process slowdown 

with no actual purpose. On the other hand, our frameworks 

intercepts for only the important system calls, leaving the other 

majority of library calls untouched. This allowed us to have an 

overhead that was very close or sometimes even lower than that in 

PathArmor. For example, libquantum benchmark in the SPEC CPU 

benchmark set makes dozens of millions of library calls. However, 

out of the library calls, only several dozen actually include system 

calls of interest. 
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Related Work 

 

 Since the emergence of various security mechanisms against code 

injection attacks, attackers had no choice but to resort to using 

snippets of executable code on the memory. These mechanisms 

include various executable space protection supported in hardware 

and software forms [14] [15]. 

 As attackers have created a variety of code reuse attacks, defense 

methodologies were also proposed. One of the most significant feat 

in defense mechanisms against control-flow hijacking attacks was 

the idea of control-flow integrity [1]. Ideally, enforcing CFI would 

prevent any control-flow diversion attacks, but real-world 

adaptation have been conceived to be impractical as the performance 

overhead was tremendous. Consequently, this lead to proposals for 

more practical CFI enforcement, while sacrificing some level of 

security. 

 kBouncer [2] and ROPecker [3] utilize Intel LBR, a branch tracing 

hardware that keeps records of the last 16 branches with negligible 

overhead. These are heuristic-based CFI techniques, where no CFG 

is required to enforce integrity. But due to the hardware limitation 

and the nature of heuristics, these kinds of techniques were prone 
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to be relatively easy to circumvent. 

 Some previous works were CFG-based [16] [17]. These are 

usually enabled with compiler support, where the compiler 

framework is modified to construct a graph of legitimate control 

transfer edges between basic blocks in the target binary. Accuracy 

of the CFG often played important roles to the level of security, but  

 There has also been researches that tried to achieve the properties 

of both of those works, such as PathArmor [7]. With both the CFG 

and the hardware support, they succeeded to implement a real-

world example of context-sensitive CFI(CCFI). 
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Conclusion 

Even though Context-sensitive CFI (CCFI) has been proven a very 

effective security mechanism for control-flow diversion attacks, 

previous studies have been shown to be impractically either 

performance degrading or providing attackers with possibility of 

bypassing the validation system. This was mainly due to the nature 

of CCFI, in which the size of the defined context is the key for more 

precise and secure validation. In the absence of the appropriate 

hardware assistance, timely derivation of lengthy sequences of 

branch history would accompany quite an overhead, while some 

previous work resorted to achieving some level of context-

sensitiveness with relatively short branch traces, inevitably 

resulting in some level of security weakness. 

 Our implementation, by utilizing the new Intel Processor Trace 

hardware, succeeds to accomplish both performance and security. 

Generating very long branch history could be done with relatively 

low performance overhead with the new hardware, enabling far 

better validation of control flow of the target process. This can 

provide a much stronger defense mechanism against control-flow 

hijacking attacks, as the attacker will now have to fabricate attacks 

that originate further from sensitive system calls he wants to exploit. 
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국문 초록 

 

공격자가 자신이 작성한 코드를 직접 메모리에 삽입하는 것을 

차단하는 데이터 실행 방지(data-execution prevention) 등 보안 

기법이 발달함에 따라 공격자들은 메모리에 상주하는 코드 조각을 

모아서 시스템이 자신이 원하는 수행을 하도록 하는 코드 재사용 

공격(code reuse attack)에 집중하는 추세이다. 시스템이 코드 재사용 

공격에 처하면 필수적으로 프로그램의 제어 흐름은 작성자가 의도하지 

않았던 방향으로 진행하게 되므로 제어 흐름 무결성(control-flow 

integrity)을 검증하는 것은 보안성 향상에 큰 도움이 되어왔다. 그러나 

초기의 제어 흐름 무결성은 제어 흐름 그래프(control-flow graph) 내 

간선에 해당하는 분기문을 순서에 관계 없이 모두 적합한 것으로 

판정하여 공격자에게 보안 기법 우회의 여지를 많이 남겨두었던 것이 

현실이다. 제어 흐름이 단순히 제어 흐름 그래프에 포함된 간선들로만 

이루어졌는지를 넘어 제어 흐름 그래프 내 간선들의 올바른 순서, 즉 

컨텍스트를 만족하는지를 검증함으로써 제어 흐름 무결성을 한 층 더 

정확하게 적용할 수 있으나 이는 현실적으로 많은 성능 저하를 

유발하여 그 동안 실용적인 적용이 어려웠다. 이 연구는 인텔 프로세서 

트레이스 하드웨어를 이용해 컨텍스트 기반의 제어 흐름 무결성 

검증을 효율적으로 적용하는 실제 구현 예시를 제시하였다. 브랜치 
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내역을 거의 실시간으로 패킷의 형태로 저장하는 하드웨어를 적극 

활용함으로써 우리의 구현은 컨텍스트 기반의 제어 흐름 무결성을 

기존보다 상당히 향상된 수준의 정확성으로 검증하면서도 성능저하를 

작은 수준으로 유지시켰다. 
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